The 7 Deadly Sins
February 11th and 12th, 2020

“… Suspicious activity reporting forms the
cornerstone of the BSA reporting system. It

FFEIC

is critical to the United States’ ability to
utilize financial information to combat
terrorism, terrorist financing, money
laundering, and other financial crimes.

Examiners and banks should recognize that
the quality of SAR content is critical to the
adequacy and effectiveness of the suspicious
activity reporting system…”
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BSA/AML
Examination Manual
2/27/2015 V.2

The purpose of AML Programs is
to identify suspicious activity
and file SARs

OCC FY 2020 Examination Priorities
Supervision Priorities

Bank Secrecy Act/anti-money laundering (BSA/AML) compliance, with emphasis on
customer due diligence and beneficial ownership; determining whether BSA/AML risk
management systems match the complexity of business models and products offered;
evaluating technology solutions to perform or enhance BSA/AML oversight functions; and
assessing the adequacy of suspicious activity monitoring and reporting systems and
processes.

Operational and Compliance Risk

Bank Secrecy Act (BSA)/Anti-Money Laundering (AML) risk remains high due to
inadequate customer due diligence and enhanced due diligence, insufficient customer
risk identification, and ineffective processes related to suspicious activity monitoring
and reporting, including the timeliness and accuracy of Suspicious Activity Report filings.
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The 7 Critical Areas of AML &
OFAC Compliance Failure
The vast majority of all AML & OFAC compliance failures can
be attributed to weaknesses in at least one of seven critical
areas.
1. Risk-Assessments

2. Model Validations
3. Customer Risk Rating
4. Management of Suspicious Activity
Monitoring (SAM) Alerts and SAM Systems
Tuning
5. Staffing Assessments
6. Management Reporting

7. Responses to Matters Requiring Attention
(MRAs)
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Risk Assessments
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What is the Purpose of a Risk
Assessment?
•

IT MEASURES RISK IN 4 SPECIFIC AREAS:

The risk assessment forms the
foundation of an effective BSA/AML &
OFAC Compliance Program.

•

The risk assessment assists in
understanding the institution’s risk

•

Products

•

Services

•

Geographies

•

Customers

profile.
•

The risk assessment assists in
developing the BSA/AML & OFAC
Compliance program as it relates to
account opening and customer due
diligence requirements, employee
training, internal audit and internal
controls to comply with the SAR

reporting requirements
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Developing an Adequate Risk
Assessment
A 5-Step Process
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STEP 1: “Quantification” of Risk
•

HIGHER RISK PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Identify and measure specific risk
categories

•

Electronic funds payment services

•

The “what and how many” phase

•

Electronic banking

•

The numbers and dollars of products,

•

Trust & asset management services

services customers and geographies

•

Monetary instruments

•

Foreign correspondent accounts

•

Trade finance

•

Services provided to third-party
payment processors or senders

•

Foreign exchange

•

Special use or concentration accounts

•

Lending activities

•

Professional service providers
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STEP 1: “Quantification” of Risk (cont’d.)
•

HIGHER RISK CUSTOMERS

Identify and measure specific risk
categories

•
•

•

Foreign financial institutions, including banks and
money-service providers

The “what and how many” phase
The numbers and dollars of products,

services customers and geographies

•

Non-bank financial institutions

•

Senior foreign political figures, their immediate

family members and close associates (PEPs) to
include consulates and embassies
•

Non-resident aliens (NRAs) and accounts of
foreign persons

•

Foreign corporations and domestic business

entities, particularly offshore corporations located
in higher-risk jurisdictions
•

Deposit brokers (particularly foreign deposit
brokers
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•

Cash-intensive businesses

•

Non-governmental organizations and charities

•

Professional service providers

STEP 1: “Quantification” of Risk (cont’d.)
•

CUSTOMERS AND BRANCHES IN:

Higher-risk geographies both
domestic and foreign
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•

HIDTA

•

HIFCA

•

Foreign jurisdictions in which the
institution or their customers transact
➢

OFAC & Sanctioned Countries

➢

311 Countries

➢

FATF Countries

➢

Countries designated of primary
concern by INCSR

➢

Offshore Financial Centers

➢

Those countries that the institution
identifies as higher-risk because of
experience or other factors

Step 2: “Qualification” of Risk
•

A detailed analysis of “who and why” are conducting transactions
•

More detailed analysis of the data obtained during Step 1 to more accurately measure
BSA/AML risk
➢

Further stratifying or quantifying higher risk categories of products, services, customers
and geographies

➢

Conduct detailed analysis and obtain additional pieces of information regarding the
activity of the transaction(s) or customer(s) to determine the extent of the risk inherent
in each category of product, service, customer, service, customer and geography

•

Leveraging CIP & CDD data to identify who is using higher risk products and services
➢

This detailed analysis is important because within any type of product or category of
customer there will be account holders that pose varying levels of risk

•

This step is important as it provides management with a better understanding of the
institution’s risk profile in order to develop appropriate policies, procedures and processes to
manage overall BSA risk
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Step 3
Evaluation of the Control Environment
(Risk Mitigants)
1.

2.

Identify each of the following types of Controls
•

Directive (e.g., Policies and Procedures)

•

Detective (e.g., Automated and Manual SAM Systems)

•

Preventative (e.g., Training)

Render an opinion as to the efficacy of the Controls (Very Strong, Strong, Adequate,
Marginally Adequate, Weak or Non-existent)
•

The efficacy of an individual Control may be determined through:
➢

Independent testing, or;

➢

Leveraging previous audit and QA/QC reports and regulatory examinations
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Step 4:
Calculation of
Residual Risk

•

Inherent Risk +/- Efficacy of Control Environment = Residual Risk
➢ Inherent Risk describes the risk associated with a specific risk category
absent any controls (Very High, High, Moderate, Low, Very Low)

➢ The efficacy of a control environment (Very Strong, Strong, Adequate,
Marginally Adequate, Weak or Non-existent)
➢ Residual Risk is the risk which remains after mitigation factors are applied, a
simple process of addition or subtraction (Very High, High, Moderate, Low,

Very Low)
❖ Calculations of residual risk will typically involve use of arithmetic
formulas or predict a “likeliness or impact of an occurrence” (probability)
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Step 5: Determining the
Direction of Risk
1. How is the institution’s residual risk

INDICATED BY:

trending taking into account future
internal/external influences?
•

Business expansion plans

•

Upcoming changes to the

Stable

regulatory environment
•

Developments in the control

Outstanding regulatory issues

Increasing

•
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Decreasing

environment

Model Validations
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Model vs. Tool
A ‘model’ refers to a quantitative method, system or approach that applies statistical,
economic, financial or mathematical theories, techniques and assumptions to process
input data into quantitative estimates*

MODEL

•

•

TOOL

A model produces outputs which qualify as
“quantitative estimates” That is, the “true,”
real-world value of the outputs has
uncertainty, can’t be precisely calculated, is
an estimate or forecast with room for error
Probability, statistics, fuzzy logic, or AI
principles tend to be used on top of
arithmetic calculations to measure, analyze
or simulate uncertainty

•

Models are generally trying to solve complex
problems without an exact solution and
results are not objectively “Correct/Incorrect’
but rather subjectively “better/worse”

•

Models tend to be used for direction or
decision-making

* OCC 2011-12; SR 11-7
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•

Produces outputs which do not qualify as
“quantitative estimates”

•

The “true” real-world value of outputs has
little or no uncertainty and is nonsubjectively “correct” and precise because
there is only one generally accepted answer

•

A tool may be simply recasting data by
aggregation, categorization or mapping

Typical models of a BSA/AML Program
Watch List
Suspicious Activity
Monitoring

Customer Risk Rating
Methodology

Watch List Filtering

•

Suspicious Activity Monitoring (SAM) Systems

•

Sanction or Watchlist Screening Systems

•

Customer Risk Rating Systems

•

Currency Aggregation Systems
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Currency Aggregation
Reporting

The 4 Components of a
Model
•

Information Input Component
➢ Delivers assumptions and data to the model

•

Processing Component
➢ Transforms inputs into estimates

•

Reporting Component
➢ Translates estimates into useful business
information

•

Governance Component
➢ Document the roles and responsibilities of
the model
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Elements of a Model Validation
DATA VALIDATION

PROGRAM EFFICIENCY REVIEW

•

•

Evaluate rules, thresholds, filtering

transaction activity to understand the

criteria and parameters used to

institution’s business and systems feeding

generate reports (manually or through

into software

alerts) to ensure they are reflective of

•

the institution’s risk
•

Overview core banking systems and

Cross-check transaction code lists in
software to the financial institution’s list

Determine whether the financial

•

Transaction testing between data
importing into software and original data

institution has documented and is able

source

to explain the rationale behind their

➢

existing rules and thresholds and that

Review existing data integrity tests
performed by the institution that

filtering criteria and parameters are

would validate that relevant

reflective of the institution’s risk

customer, transaction and other

data elements are being captured
by software. Evaluate the scope and
frequency of existing reconciliation
tests to ensure accuracy and
completeness
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Additional Focus: Model Validation
•

Conceptual soundness: This element involves assessing the quality of the
model design and construction, as well as review of documentation and
empirical evidence supporting the methods used and the variables selected
for the model. This step in validation should ensure that judgement exercised
in model design and construction is well informed, carefully considered and
consistent with published research and with sound industry practice

•

Syntax validation of in-house written rules: Does the code capture data
without errors?

•

Model performance: Is the model performing as intended (i.e., capturing
the desired behavior)?

•

Validation and sustainability: Is the proper governance in place to manage
approval process and model changes?
➢ Validation cycle?
❖ High-risk models should be validated on an annual basis
❖ Models may need to be validated out-of-cycle based on the
significance of the change(s) or modification(s) to model
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Customer Risk Rating
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The Identification of Higher-Risk
Customers

•

The identification of customers who pose higher-risk is critical to the success of an
AML Program. Underrating customer risk has a cascading effect that leads to:
•

Inadequate Customer Due Diligence

•

Untimely periodic customer file reviews

•

Insufficient AML & OFAC Risk Assessments

•

Ineffective customer transaction monitoring
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The 3 Factors to be Considered

Core Risk
Factors

Conditional
Risk Factors

Dynamic
Risk Factors
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Core Risk Factors
A set of customer and account attributes that are applicable to all parties despite their
relationship type (personal and non-personal). These factors are strategically weighted in terms
of significance (dominant and mitigating) and are assigned a percent value out of 100 percent
(%)

Risk Factor

Risk Group

Weighting

Geographic Location

Geography

Dominant

Citizenship/Incorporation
Country

Geography

Dominant

Occupation/NAICS

Customer

Dominant

Source of Wealth/Funds

Customer

Mitigating

# of changes to Account
Attributes

Customer

Mitigating

Account Type

Product

Mitigating

# of Accounts

Product

Mitigating

Client Segment

Product

Mitigating
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Conditional Risk Factors
A set of additional risk factors that increase customer risk based on the nature of
their business; attributes associated with their account profile and their
association with high risk customers.
These risk factors include the following:
•

Is the customer related to a high risk party?

•

Is he customer the subject of previous SAR filings?

•

Is the customer a PEP?

•

Is the customer a registered MSB?

•

Is the customer a PIC?

•

Is the customer an Embassy or Consulate?

•

Does the customer have a higher-risk NAICS?

•

➢

MSB

➢

International Bank

➢

PSP

➢

NGO

➢

NBFI

➢

TPPP

➢

POATM

Is the customer an employee of the Bank?
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Dynamic Risk Factors
(Ongoing Risk Assessment)
A set of additional risk factors that increase customer risk
if their transaction activity consistently deviates from the
normative behaviors. These risk factors include the
following:
•

High volume activity with high risk
geographies/jurisdictions

•

High value RDC activity

•

High value cash activity

•

High value ACH or wire activity

•

High value loan payment activity

•

Customer deviation in cash activity

•

Customer deviation in wire activity

•

Customer deviation in ATM activity

•

Customer deviation in ACH activity
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Management of Suspicious Activity
Monitoring Alerts & Systems Tuning
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Importance of Tuning
•

Piles of work created by ineffective suspicious activity
monitoring systems is often the single greatest
contributor to AML compliance failures
•

High numbers of “false positive” alerts are death
to an AML Program and lead to potentially
suspicious activity being overlooked
• “False positives” are alerts which are cleared
without escalation

•

To better identify suspicious activity, monitoring systems
should be tuned frequently on a continuing basis

•
•

Tuning frequencies vary by institution and risk

Statistical tuning should target the highest possible alertto-case/alert-to-SAR ratio for each rule
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Rule or Parameter Implementation
•

Default settings/parameters are “starting places” only

•

Each financial institution must tailor settings/parameters to manage its own BSA/AML
risk profile

•

All settings/parameters should be reviewed in a “test” or “UAT” environment prior to
operationalizing them in production

•

Don’t just “flip the switch”
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Calibration: Testing the Parameters
Evaluation of filtering criteria (rules, parameters
and thresholds)
•

Should be commensurate with AML risk
profile

•

Review any rules that have low alert-tocase ratios to understand whether
parameters should be adjusted to lower
“false positives”

•

Based on statistical analysis and
transaction testing validate parameter
settings (ATL/BTL)
▪

Utilize 6 months of data during
testing

▪

Start the rule tuning process based on
10% above and below current
thresholds.
–

▪

ABOVE THE LINE
BELOW THE LINE

Increase or decrease the
percentages on both sides,
above and below, if no
satisfactory results were
obtained with the initial
percentage applied

Perform “pseudo-investigations” of
each alert created in the “test”
environment for the presence
suspicious activity
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Staffing Assessments
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What to Consider when Assessing
Staffing Levels
•

Prior reported recommendations from previous regulatory Reports of
Examination (ROE)

•

BSA/AML & OFAC policies and program documents

•

BSA/AML & OFAC Compliance Department(s) Organizational Charts

•

BSA/AML &OFAC Risk Assessments

•

Resumes of BSA/AML & OFAC Compliance Department(s) personnel

•

Job functions/descriptions for BSA/AMLO & OFAC Compliance Staff

•

Schedule of SAM alerts generated for previous one-year period

•

Schedule of SARs filed for previous one-year period

•

Previous year’s training schedule

•

Supplemental information to include:
➢

CIP/Beneficial Ownership Verification backlog reports

➢

CDD/EDD backlog reports

➢

BSA/AML & OFAC alert backlog reports
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What to Consider when Assessing
Staffing Levels (cont’d.)
•

Interview BSA/AML & OFAC compliance personnel to include:
➢

BSA/AML & OFAC Compliance Officer(s)

➢

BSA/AML & OFAC Manager(s)

➢

CDD/EDD Review Manager(s)

➢

QA/QC Manager(s)

➢

Team Leads

➢

Randomly selected Managers/Analysts in sufficient number based on current staffing

•

Comparison of current staffing model with peer banks of similar asset and risk category for appropriateness

•

Analysis of staffing and tasking changes to the BSA/AML & OFAC Compliance Departments over the previous year

•

Sampling of SAM alerts relative to analysis conducted, documentation collected and disposition for appropriateness

•

Sampling of SAM cases and CDD/EDD reviews relative to analysis conducted, documentation collected and disposition for
appropriateness

•

Sampling of SAM alerts, SAM cases and CDD/EDD reviews for timeliness

•

Sampling of SAM cases to SAR filing for timeliness

•

Sampling of continuing activity SAR filings for timeliness

•

BSA/ AML & OFAC Stress Testing
➢

•

Impact analysis due to lack of staff and seasonality

Render a conclusion
➢

Satisfactory or need for enhancement
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Management Reporting
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Key Management Reports
Adequate reporting of Key Risk Indicators (KRI) and Key Performance Indicator (KPI) is critical to a Bank’s success. Such reports should
be shared with Senior Bank Management as well as the Bank’s Board or relevant sub-committee thereof on a regular basis. Management
reports should contain:
•

Case aging reports

•

Number of open investigations (by date, assigned investigator, by source, by type, by SAR/No SAR)

•

Open alerts (by type, by assigned analyst, by source, by type)

•

Closed alerts (by type, by assigned analyst, by source, by decision –close or refer to investigation)

•

Investigator/Analyst productivity

•

“Life Cycle” reports that demonstrate alert aging and compliance with 30-60-90 day expectations

•

Suspicious Activity Monitoring (SAM) System metrics to include:

•

➢

Number of alerts generated by both automated and manual SAM systems

➢

Number of alerts generated by specific SAM scenario or rule

QC & QA reports that demonstrate success and rates. How many and how often are investigation or alert
adjudicate are rejected for errors in decision making, documentation or for technical reasons

•

Number of higher-risk customers

•

Status of enhanced Due Diligence (EDD) reviews to demonstrate that reviews are taking place expected
time periods

•

Numbers of criminal subpoenas or NSLs received

•

Positive FinCen 314(a) matches
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“Life Cycle” of an Alert

Transactions
4/1 – 4/30
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Responses to MRAs
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Components of
an MRA

•

Concern
➢ A description of the matter (or concern)

•

Cause
➢ The Examiner’s opinion as to what caused the matter

•

Consequences of Inaction
➢ The Examiner’s opinion as to outcome, should the institution fail to remediate
the matter

•

Corrective Actions
➢ The Examiner’s outline of the corrective actions that management must take
to satisfy the matter

•

Commitment
➢ Specifically who is responsible for implementing the corrective actions, and by
when
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How to Respond to MRAs
Assign a responsible party(ies) who
will oversee remediation of the
concern or MRA
Provide adequate budgeting and
resources for remediation

•Choose someone with the requisite level of authority,
knowledge and project management skill to oversee
remediation
•“How much” and “how many” will I need to succeed

Set a reasonable and attainable time- •Notify your regulator if you are failing to meet your deadlines
frame for remediation of the concern
or MRA
Develop a project plan to address
each of the individual corrective
action(s)

•Lack of precision in project planning will further weaken
regulator’s perception of management

Perform root cause analysis to
determine the origins of the matter

•This will avoid repeat instances of the same concern

Ensure that the remedial efforts are
sustainable

•Repeat MRAs for the same matter lead to enforcement
actions

Independently validate that each
individual corrective action has been
satisfactorily addressed

•Must be conducted by an independent third party – internal
or external – unaffiliated with the matter
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Y O U R TEAM

RISK ADVISORY SERVICES

Jason Chorlins, CPA, CFE, CAMS, CITP
Principal – Risk Advisory Services
305.857.6744 | jchorlins@kaufmanrossin.com

Jason Chorlins serves as the Firm’s banking practice co-leader and spearheads forensic and financial service
investigative engagements. He advises clients on money laundering, internal corporate investigations, due
EDUCATION

diligence and regulatory compliance matters to help them manage risk.

• M.S., Accounting,

He oversees anti-money laundering (AML) and Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) consulting engagements and assists

B.A., B.S., C.I.S.,

financial institutions with transaction look-backs, risk assessments, BSA/AML/OFAC independent testing and

University of

customer due diligence reviews. He is an industry leader in assisting financial institutions to perform data and

Missouri at Columbia

model system calibrations and validations for account and transaction surveillance systems.

INDUSTRIES

Since joining Kaufman Rossin in 2007, Jason has advised a wide range of financial institutions from small, privately

• Financial Services

owned banks to large, multinational institutions in the United States, Central America, South America and the

• FinTech

Caribbean.

• Healthcare

Jason speaks frequently on BSA/AML and fraud matters across the country, and sits on the ACAMS Education Task

• Manufacturing &

Force and board of directors of the Southeast Center for Financial Training (CFT). He is a former professor at the

Distribution

University of Missouri-Columbia’s accountancy program and past president of the board of trustees of the FICPA

• Technology

Educational Foundation. He has been recognized as one of the top professionals under the age of 40 by The South
Florida Business Journal, and as one of the Top 26 CPAs under the age of 36 by the Florida Institute of CPAs.

He is a Certified Public Accountant (CPA) in Florida and Missouri, Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE), Certified AntiMoney Laundering Specialist (CAMS) and Certified Information Technology Professional (CITP).

kaufmanrossin.com
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Y O U R TEAM

RISK ADVISORY SERVICES

B.J. Moravek
Director of AML and Sanctions – Risk Advisory Services
202.494.8214 bmoravek@kaufmanrossin.com

B.J. Moravek is a Director of AML & Sanctions Compliance in Kaufman Rossin's Risk Advisory Services Group,
where he applies his expertise to assist clients with complex Bank Secrecy Act and Anti-Money Laundering
EDUCATION

(BSA/AML) and Sanctions compliance and investigative matters. B.J. directs BSA/AML consulting engagements

• Bachelor of Arts,

including transaction look-backs, risk assessments, independent testing of compliance, and model validations and

Administration of

calibrations.

Justice, Moravian

He brings over 30 years of experience in banking, regulatory compliance, and financial crimes investigation. He is a

College

federally designated expert in the BSA and most recently served as a Senior Bank Examiner with the Office of The
Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) in Washington, D.C. specializing in BSA/AML and Sanctions compliance. Prior

INDUSTRIES
• Financial Services
• FinTech
• Technology

to that, BJ served as a Senior Special Agent within the Office of Enforcement at the Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network (FinCEN). He completed a twenty-year career as a Supervisory Special Agent with the United States
Secret Service and served as a Senior Advisor to United States Senator Alfonse D’Amato, Chairman of the Senate
Banking Committee. Additionally, he has served as a BSA/AML/OFAC Compliance Officer for several large complex
multi-national financial institutions during his career.
He earned a bachelor’s degree in the Administration of Justice from Moravian College.

kaufmanrossin.com
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Who We Are
One of the top CPA and advisory firms in the United States
Based in South Florida, serving clients in all 50 states, and more than 60 countries
Advising businesses and their owners for more than 55 years
Top-tier technical skills, quality control practices and technologies
Notable areas of specialty include: domestic and international taxes, manufacturing and
distribution, real estate, alternative investments, and forensic/advisory services
• Members of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants’ Center for Audit Quality
• Registered with and subject to inspection by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board
•
•
•
•
•

• Perennial winner of South Florida Business Journal “Best Place to Work” Surveys
• Recognized as “Best Accounting Firm to Work For” in the United States for several years
• Low turnover rate and nearly 400 employees

• Kaufman Rossin University offers more than 600 professional development courses per year

• The world’s largest alliance of independent accounting firms in the world

• More than 700 member offices across more than 100 countries
• Access to the expertise of more than 3,690 partners worldwide
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About Kaufman Rossin
Kaufman Rossin has represented Florida businesses for more than 55 years and serves international clients in dozens of
countries. The CPA and advisory firm is one of the largest in the U.S., providing traditional accounting, audit and tax
services, as well as business, risk and forensic advisory services. The firm has won significant awards, including repeat
honors as the Best Accounting Firm to Work For among large firms nationwide and locally. With nearly 400 team
members, the firm prides itself on offering the resources of a powerhouse, personally delivered.
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